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AMERICAN ACADEMY FOR FACIAL PLASTIC AND RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY (AAFPRS)                                                       ASTOR ROOM 
The American Academy of Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery (AAFPRS) is pleased to endorse this year's Cutting Edge course. 
The AAFPRS is the largest specialty society representing board certified facial plastic and reconstructive surgeons. We boast of our 
John Dickinson Memorial Library, which houses over 275 quality videos on various facial plastic surgery procedures. There are nearly 
100 rhinoplasty titles performed by expert rhinoplasty surgeons including: Peter Adamson; Steve Byrd; Mark Constantian; Minas 
Constantinides; Rollin Daniel; Ronald Gruber; Jack Gunter; Bahman Guyuron; Russell Kridel; Norman Pastorek; Stephen Perkins; Rod 
Rohrich; Eugene Tardy; and Dean Toriumi. These videos are here for you to watch. Show special—AAFPRS member or friend, $110 
each (reg. $130).  The DVDs are available here for you to take home today. Please visit us at http://www.aafprs.org. 
 
ALLERGAN                                                                                 JADE ROOM  
Allergan's Total Rejuvenation™ portfolio is where science and aesthetics meet. The portfolio provides medical specialists and their 
patients with the most comprehensive, science-based aesthetic product offerings available. For more information, visit us online at 
www.allergan.com/home. 
 
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR AESTHETIC PLASTIC SURGERY (ASAPS)                                                                                                     EAST FOYER                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Long at the forefront of aesthetic surgery education, The American Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery offers a wide array of products 
and services designed specifically to help its members build and grow their practice.  At our booth you'll be able to discover Member 
or Candidate for Membership options, learn more about The Aesthetic Meeting 2017 in San Diego, CA, April 27-May 2 (our 50th 
anniversary!), and explore the Aesthetic Surgery Journal through the RADAR Resource aesthetic library--now on all platforms with 
expanded search capabilities.  For more information on ASAPS, please visit www.surgery.org or our patient education website  
www.smartbeautyguide.com.  Email:  asaps@surgery.org  Phone: (562) 799 -2356 
 
ASSI – ACCURATE SURGICAL                                                                                                                                                                 ASTOR ROOM  
ASSI®, the world leader and your only source for the finest quality Plastic Surgery Instrumentation, will be displaying the new ISSA 
Dorsal Nasal Rasps and New Deane Body Contouring Forceps, Epstein Abdominoplasty Retractors, Abdominal & Facial Demarcators, 
Hidalgo Lower Blephroplasty Retractor, Face Lift SuperCut Scissors, Trepsat Facial Flap Dissector Scissors, Earlobe Clamp, Lighted 
Breast Retractors & Dissectors, Levine Breast Retractor, Caridi Gynecomastia Retractor, and  Waldon Breast Marker for the Wise 
Technique.  Please contact ASSI at (800) 645-3569 or visit our website, www.accuratesurgical.com. 
  
BLACK & BLACK SURGICAL, INC.                                                                                                                                                              JADE ROOM 
Black & Black produces the very best surgical instruments for plastic surgery including large volume and micro fat grafting products, 
Tebbetts™ Guyuron, Gruber specialty rhinoplasty instruments and Aston facelift scissors. Introducing our NEW High Flow Aspirator, 
Lumiview™ "Cool" lighted retractor system and our new 75,000 Lumen feather weight portable LED headlight.  Please visit us online 
at www.blackandblacksurgical.com or call us at (770) 414-4880. 
  
BTL INDUSTRIES, INC.                                                                                                                                                                                 ASTOR ROOM 
Founded in 1993, BTL Industries is a privately owned developer and manufacturer of medical and aesthetic equipment.  BTL currently 
has over 900 employees and direct offices in more than 51 countries. BTL Aesthetics, a division of BTL, has revolutionized the way to 
non-invasively remove adipose tissue; it currently ranks 2nd among the non-invasive body shaping and tightening manufacturers 
globally.  BTL Aesthetics' brands include BTL Vanquish ME, BTL Exilis Ultra, BTL Cellutone. For more information, please visit us at 
www.btlaesthetics.us. 
 
CANFIELD SCIENTIFIC, INC.                                                                                                                                                                        JADE ROOM 
Canfield Scientific is the leading worldwide developer of imaging software and photographic systems for the medical and skin care 
industries. Product lines include Mirror® imaging software, VISIA® Complexion Analysis, VECTRA® 3D Systems, Reveal® facial imagers, 
VEOS™ dermatoscopes, customized photographic studio solutions and specialized imaging devices for clinical photography. For more 
information, please visit us online at www.canfieldsci.com. 
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CHRISTIE MEDICAL HOLDINGS                                                                                                                                                                  JADE ROOM  
VeinViewer® by Christie, the world’s only High Definition vein illumination technology, helps improve targeting for cosmetic 
procedures. Using near-infrared light to detect superficial veins, VeinViewer projects the vein pattern directly on the skin. Easily 
identify and avoid vessels for cosmetic injections, helping circumvent potential complications. Improve the patient experience, and 
set your practice ahead of the rest with VeinViewer’s cutting edge technology.  Website:   www.veinviewer.com 
 
CMF MEDICON SURGICAL                                                                                                                                                                       ASTOR ROOM 
CMF Medicon Surgical, Inc. is the US subsidiary of Medicon eG, a worldwide leader in the production of surgical instruments, implants 
and medical devices. Established in 1941, Medicon offers more than 30,000 devices in more than 100 countries. The CMF Medicon 
Surgical family of instruments and implants has been “The Solution” for 75 years with 10 years in the US market space, and has very 
strong experience in manufacturing and distribution of these surgical instruments, implants and medical devices. CMF Medicon is 
where tradition meets innovation to bring our customers the best quality, unmatched reliability and extraordinary service.  Contact 
us at: 877-TRY-CMFS or visit us at: medicon.de for more information.  
 
COMEG MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES                                                                                                                                                           JADE ROOM 
COMEG Medical Technologies:   Developer and manufacturer of the novel and proprietary M+ Piezoelectric instrumentation for 
Rhinoplasty Surgery.  Based on a recently peer reviewed publication, the M+ technology offers more precise surgical execution and 
superior results for specific rhinoplasty procedures. Visit us at www.sopro-comeg.com for more information. 
  
CRISALIX                                                                                                                                                                                                     ASTOR ROOM  
The only cloud-based 3D imaging solution, bringing 3D imaging to the next level with a revolutionary scanning method through iPad 
and sensor, and the new Virtual Reality 3D Goggles for patients. Leverage your practice with an easy and fast-to-use system increasing 
conversion rates and attracting new patients thanks to a unique solution that directly addresses on-line patients' needs. Contact us at 
+34 93 295 5177 and visit our website www.crisalix.com for more information.  
 
CRYSTAL CLEAR DIGITAL MARKETING                                                                                                                                                        JADE ROOM 
Crystal Clear is the industry leader in providing digital marketing, software and consulting solutions for the modern medical/aesthetic 
practice. Over the past 19 years, we've built the most comprehensive and cost effective solution that includes multi-media mobile 
responsive web design, search engine optimization, search engine marketing, social media management, email marketing, mobile and 
text message marketing, virtual staff training, patient relationship management and so much more. Visit us on the web at 
crystalcleardigitalmarketing.com. 
 
DEPUY SYNTHES                                                                                                                                                                                BASILDON ROOM  
DePuy Synthes is a global leader in medical devices, offering a comprehensive portfolio of implant systems for surgeons to treat 
patients who have sustained conditions affecting the face, head, neck and thorax.  DePuy Synthes is part of the Companies of Johnson 
& Johnson. Website: www.depuysynthes.com  Phone: (610)719-5000 
 
DESIGN VERONIQUE                                                                                                                                                                                ASTOR ROOM  
The finest compression wear in the world!TM  With over 30 years of design and manufacturing innovation, patent approvals, and FDA 
certifications, Design Veronique® offers over 100 Postsurgical Medical Compression Garments to assist patients in recovery from 
aesthetic or reconstructive procedures.  Phone: (800) 442 -5800 toll free   Website: www.designveronique.com 
 
DOCTORLOGIC                                                                                                                                                                                    BASILDON ROOM  
DoctorLogic is a full-service web agency that gives doctors and dentists complete control over their online reputation, photo galleries, 
search optimization, lead generation and website marketing. By offering custom websites and website plugins, DoctorLogic has the 
most intelligent suite of products to connect doctors to their patients. DoctorLogic products deliver positive search results and more 
online leads. Contact us today for a free trial at doctorlogic.com.   Phone: (469) 606-3668 
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ENOVA ILLUMINATION                                                                                                                                                                           ASTOR ROOM  
The Enova XLT-125A headlight is used by the world's finest plastic surgeons  (featured in TV series - The Swan, Dr. 90210, Extreme 
Makeover, Botched) and is the most popular headlight for plastic surgeons world-wide.   Enova is the first company to design an LED 
surgical headlight (2005) and continues to be the world leader in LED headlight innovation.  See our new products for 2017:   NEW 
PLT-Series with CRI-90  LED technology, NEW HD micro-camera and NEW FreeStyle Battery – FS3. Our products are known for 
exceptional quality, durability and comfort.   Contact us at (651)236-8857 and visit our website www.enovaillumination.com for more 
information. 
 
GALDERMA LABORATORIES L.P.                                                                                                                                                             ASTOR ROOM  
Dating back to 1961, Galderma is now present in 100 countries with an extensive product portfolio to treat a range of dermatological 
conditions. The company partners with health care professionals around the world to meet the skin health needs of people throughout 
their lifetime. Galderma is a leader in research and development of scientifically-defined and medically-proven solutions for the skin, 
hair and nails.  Strategic brands in the U.S. include Restylane®, Restylane® Silk, Restylane® Lyft, Dysport® (abobotulinumtoxinA), and 
Sculptra® Aesthetic. For more information, please visit www.galdermausa.com and www.galderma.com. 
 
HAYDEN MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS                                                                                                                                                        ASTOR ROOM  
Hayden Medical is your source for new high quality German stainless steel surgical instruments for endo-brow, fat transfer, liposuction, 
breast, body & face.  Stop by today and see firsthand how helpful we are.  We specialize in plastic and cosmetic surgeries.  
Phone: (661) 296-7200  Website: www.haydenmedical.com 
  
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF AESTHETIC PLASTIC SURGERY (ISAPS)                                                                                                EAST FOYER  
ISAPS is the world's largest international aesthetic plastic surgery society with over 3,300 members in 104 countries dedicated to 
ongoing aesthetic surgery education and patient safety. Members benefit from our worldwide schedule of courses, journal, journal 
app, newsletter, unique revision insurance, and expanding global humanitarian program. 
Phone: (603) 643-2325    Website:  www.isaps.org 
  
KELLER MEDICAL, INC.                                                                                                                                                                                JADE ROOM 
The Keller Funnel®2 is a clear, cone-shaped device that gently and easily delivers silicone implants with a No-TouchTM technique. 
Designed for surgeons by a surgeon, the Funnel's simple design, with no moving parts, allows the surgeon to completely visualize and 
control the implant through the delivery process. The KF2 has an incredibly lubricious hydrophilic coating which creates a slick surface 
that provides a low friction interface, allows for multiple passes and can be used with a variety of silicone implants, including breast, 
gluteal, calf and pectoral.   It is becoming the new standard of care for implant delivery.   Stop by the Keller Medical booth to try it for 
yourself.  Contact us at (772) 219-9993 or visit our website www.kellerfunnel.com for more information. 
 
LIPOSALES, INC.                                                                                                                                                                                        ASTOR ROOM  
“REUSABLE” Fat Harvest, Separation and Re-Injection Equipment and Supplies. LASER and Liposuction Aspiration equipment and 
Supplies. We are about saving the physician time, money and making your everyday procedures easy and more efficient. We turn your 
IDEAS into REALITY. Contact us at (631) 396-0888 and visit our website at liposales.com for more information. 
 
MARINA MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS                                                                                                                                                        ASTOR ROOM  
Marina Medical designs, develops and delivers surgeon-focused solutions for the plastic, aesthetic, reconstructive, and regenerative 
medicine fields of surgery.  Stop by our booth in the Astor Room to see the latest innovation and instrumentation for rhinoplasty 
designed by Cutting Edge Faculty Members including Dr. Çerkeş, Dr. Gerbault, Dr. Landecker and Dr. Robotti!  Se habla español. 
Falamos Português. Website:  www.Marinamedical.com  Phone: (954) 924-4418 ext 104 
 
MENTOR WORLDWIDE LLC                                                                                                                                                                     ASTOR ROOM  
Founded in 1969, Mentor Worldwide LLC is a leading supplier of medical products for the global aesthetic market. The company 
develops, manufactures, and markets innovative, science-based products for surgical medical procedures that allow patients to 
improve their quality of life. The company is focused on breast and body aesthetics with a portfolio of breast implants proudly made 
in the U.S.A. Mentor joined the Johnson & Johnson Family of Companies in 2009.  For more information about Mentor, visit 
www.mentorwwllc.com or Mentor’s new informational, public-facing website www.BreastImplantsByMentor.com. 
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MERZ AESTHETICS                                                                                                                                                                                    ASTOR ROOM  
Merz Aesthetics is a division of Merz North America, a specialty healthcare company that is dedicated to delivering a better total 
experience in aesthetics, dermatology and neurosciences.  As part of the Merz Pharma Group, our ambition is to become the most 
admired, trusted and innovative aesthetics and neurotoxin company. By developing products that improve patients’ health and help 
them to live better, feel better and look better, we will continue to make significant contributions to the well-being of individuals 
around the world.  In the aesthetics space, Merz provides a full portfolio of treatment options, including Device, Injectables and 
Skincare, that enables physicians to treat a broader range of patients and concerns with Merz technologies.  To learn more about Merz 
Aesthetics and their full U.S. product portfolio, please visit  www.merzusa.com/aesthetics-otc. 
 
MICRINS/SNOWDEN PENCER                                                                                                                                                           BASILDON ROOM  
The MICRIN© brand is your #1 choice for premium quality surgical instrumentation for Aesthetic, Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery. 
Micrins features the lifetime-guaranteed Razor-Edge Scissors. We now carry the complete line of SNOWDEN-PENCER© surgical 
instruments featuring the original Diamond-Jaw Needle Holders, Diamond-Tip Rasps and Diamond-Edge Scissors. Contact us at  
(847) 549-1410 and visit our website www.micrins.com for more information. 
 
MICROSURGERY INSTRUMENTS, INC.                                                                                                                                          BASILDON ROOM  
Microsurgery Instruments sells surgical instruments and loupes worldwide. Our Titanium surgical instruments consist of scissors, 
needle holders, forceps and surgical sets. Loupes range from 2.5x to 11x magnification. 
Tel: (713) 664-4707  Fax: (713) 664-8873  Email: microusa@microsurgeryusa.com  Website:  www.microsurgeryusa.com  
 
MIRRORME3D                                                                                                                                                                                    BASILDON ROOM  
MirrorMe3D is the first company in the cosmetic surgery world to bring 3D printed models to your office and operating room! We 
offer patient-specific 3D models that surgeons can use in the operating room as a reference tool replacing traditional 2D photos. Our 
3D models can upgrade your before and after photo books to a showcase of your best results as a 3D display in the office, as well as 
be used as a tool to better educate patients during consultations.  Whether you have a 3D camera or not, MirrorMe3D will enhance 
your patient's surgical experience from start to finish. For more information, visit us online at www.mirrorme3d.com 
 
NOPALI SOFTWARE                                                                                                                                                                                  ASTOR ROOM  
Nopali Software is dedicated to simplifying office management for medical specialists. The flagship product, Nopali, revolutionizes the 
complexities of medical office management in a gorgeous, easy-to-use interface. Manage patient databases with ultimate ease. Book 
appointments, get their photos, reports, billings, insurance claims and quotes. Use Nopali to track patients and generate practice 
statistics, all with the click of a button. Nopali is exceptional medical office management software at an affordable price. Available in 
English, French, Spanish and Portuguese. Find us online at www.nopali.com. 
 
NY LASER OUTLET                                                                                                                                                                                       JADE ROOM  
NY Laser Outlet is a full service laser company; we buy, sell, rent, repair and provide parts for most major manufacturers of laser and 
IPL equipment.  We sell new machines with up to 26 months’ warranty and serviced refurbished machine as well. With a showroom 
in Manhattan, we conduct our business with integrity and a steadfast commitment to delivering superb customer service, while 
maintaining the safety and high operating quality of our equipment. Find us on the web at www.nylaseroutlet.com or call us at  
(212) 569-3400. 
 
OBP MEDICAL                                                                                                                                                                                             ASTOR ROOM  
OBP Medical is the leading global developer of single-use, self-contained, illuminating medical devices. Our single-use lights are among 
the brightest on the market, allowing for optimal visualization during procedures. Our innovative products are used in physician offices, 
surgery centers and more than 3,500 hospitals throughout the U.S., as well as healthcare facilities worldwide. To find out more, visit 
www.obpmedical.com 
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QUALITY MEDICAL PUBLISHING, INC.                                                                                                                                                      JADE ROOM  
Recent releases and best sellers from QMP's digital library of operative video by world-renowned surgeons: Rhinoplasty 10-Volume 
Video Library by Dean Toriumi, MD; Advanced Open Rhinoplasty Techniques by Enrico Robotti, MD; Closed Rhinoplasty Volume 2, by 
Mark Constantian, MD; Open Rhinoplasty, by Nazim Çerkeş, MD; Innovative Facial Rejuvenation Techniques by Bryan Mendelson, MD; 
Shaping The Neck by Joel Feldman, MD; Facial Rejuvenation by Foad Nahai, MD; Mastering Volume in Facial Aesthetic Surgery by Drs. 
Tonnard & Verpaele. Find us on the web at www.qmp.com. 
 
SHIPPERT MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES                                                                                                                                              BASILDON ROOM  
Shippert Medical/Summit Medical has been supplying Aesthetic and ENT Surgeons with innovative products for over 40 years and is 
the trusted company for all rhinoplasty, liposuction and fat grafting needs. Shippert is home of the Denver Splint, Thermoplast Splint, 
Rhino Rocket, Internal Airway Nasal Splints, liposuction cannulas and the Tissu-Trans devices for fat grafting, collection and filtration.  
Contact us at (800) 888-8663 and visit our website www.shippertmedical.com for more information. 
 
SONTEC INSTRUMENTS, INC.                                                                                                                                                                        JADE ROOM  
Sontec offers a comprehensive selection of exceptional hand held surgical instruments, headlights and loupes available to the 
discriminating surgeon.   There is no substitute for quality, expertise and individualized service.  Sontec’s vast array awaits your 
consideration at our booth. For more information, visit us online at sontecinstruments.com or call (800) 821-7496. 
 
THIEME MEDICAL PUBLISHERS                                                                                                                                                                  JADE ROOM  
Thieme Medical Publishers is an award-winning international medical and science publisher serving health professionals and students 
for more than 125 years. With offices in Stuttgart, New York, Delhi and Rio de Janeiro, Thieme is recognized worldwide as a leading 
publisher and a market leader in plastic and reconstructive surgery. Contact us at www.thieme.com. 
 
TOUCHMD                                                                                                                                                                                                         JADE ROOM  
TouchMD is the ultimate patient education software platform. TouchMD allows your practice to use state-of-the-art software to 
educate your patients, create personalized patient files, illustrate on patient photos and images, market services and procedures to 
your patients, simplify your consultation process and so much more. 
 
TULIP MEDICAL PRODUCTS                                                                                                                                                                       JADE ROOM 
Premium fat transfer instruments that operate like an extension of a skilled hand, for the surgeon who doesn’t compromise on quality. 
Tulip has always seen the beauty in fat, and each Tulip instrument is designed to compliment soft tissue perfectly. Tulip Medical – 
Delivering the Benefits of Fat to Millions™.  Email:  sales@tulipmedical.com  Phone:  (858) 270.5900 
 
WELLS JOHNSON COMPANY                                                                                                                                                                        JADE ROOM  
Wells Johnson Company has been the gold standard in liposuction equipment since the early 1980’s. Along with our variety of 
aspirators, infusion pumps, cannulas and ancillary equipment, we have been at the forefront of the fat transfer market with our 
technology and innovation. We have most recently developed our HVP autologous fat transfer unit, which makes the procedure of fat 
transfer go much more quickly, cleanly and efficiently. Going forward, we are continuously developing technology that increases 
efficacy of procedures, while maintaining our high standard of quality. Contact us at (800) 528-1597 and visit our website 
www.wellsgrp.com for more information. 
 
WOLTERS KLUWER                                                                                                                                                                             BASILDON ROOM   
Wolters Kluwer is a leading publisher in the field of Plastic Surgery. Please stop by our display to see new titles and special promotions 
on The Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery Journal. Contact us at (914) 400-9964 or email Jeff.Thompson@wolterskluwer.com for more 
information. 
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